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In October this year, the Inter-Church
Committee for Refugees (ICCR) and refugees in
Canada lost a good friend and a strong ally.

kTilir?:ctor 
r. charles Hay died after a

ICCR and I have our own special appreciations
of Charles. Charles chose ICCR. He came to us

like a gift out of the blue in 1988. He had

completed his one year term as Moderator ofthe
Presbyterian Church General Assembly a short
time before. Prior to that, he had retired after
several years as Principal of Knox College,
which provides training for Presbyterian
ministers.

Originally an immigrant child from Belfast,
Northern Ireland, he became a Presbyterian minister in
Toronto. Charles then went to Scotland to earn his doctoral

degree in New Testament. Charles returned to Canada to
serve as Professor at Knox College, associated with the

University of Toronto. He was widely recognized as an

excellent and caring teacher. His administrative and

consensus building skills played an ,important part in the

development of an ecumenical gradu ate program for the

,{oronto School of Theology.
t-

-
.-\-

He told ICCR of his "conversion" (his word) by a visit he

made as a Moderator to El Salvador where his "eyes were
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opened" and his "ears unstopped" . He saw
world affairs through new eyes, was
horrified by the injustices and asked his
church if he could represent them on ICCR
in response.

Almost immediately, he joined in the
Steering Group planning for Court Action.
This joint project of ICCR and the Canadian
Council of Churches was concerned that
proposed changes to the Immigration Act
were unconstitutional. The project would
challenge the constitutionality before the
courts. In 1989, the law came into effect and
the Court Action began.

Also, in 1989, Charles Hay became Chair of
ICCR for the first time. He was the person for the moment.
His stature within church circles helped the Court Action.
He strongly supported the Action. I remember Charles
attending the court hearings before the Federal Court in
lgg},Federal Court ofAppeal in 1991and Supreme Court
in 1992 . The action was lost when the Supreme Court,
noting that the Churches were raising serious issues, ruled
that the Churches should intervene when individual cases

arose illustrating those issues. Charles remained with the
Court Action until he retired from ICCR in 1997. During
this time, the project produced a kit to assist lawyers with
taking cases before international Committees and
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representatives of all the actors involved.in resettlement:
CIC resettlement branch, CIC international regions, CIC
rqional representatives, visa officers, IJNHCR, IOM and

]r. Having gone through an analytical phase, CIC is
n6-w moving into action. Five implementation teams have

been established: a training and communications team, a
Policy team, an In-Canada team , dffOverseas team and an

Integrating Resettlement team. These teams are involved
in the development of a large number of projects. These

include a more extensive visa officer training course, a

revised private sponsorship application kit, updating the

Immigration Manual Chapter
(OP4) relating to refugee
resettlement, revising ability to
establish criteria, as well as

many other projects.

A recent RRM project was a
workshop organized by the
RRM Policy Team in Ottawa
for CIC, UNHCR and NGOs
entitled "Who Should Canada

Select" which addressed
problems with resettlement
policy. Participants identified
nmerous topics of concern.

I' areas of greatest concern
were classic issues: defining

posts to meet their targets. NGOs are often disappointed
that in a world of millions of refugees, the government-
assisted program is limited to 7,300. Yet, despite some
potential close calls, CIC has always met its resettlement
tar:gets, in contrast to some immigration programs.

Changing refugee demographics will mean that Canada's
resettlement program will become more responsive to
NGO concerns. The re-settlement target for 2000, while
still limited to 7,300, will begin to shift away from Europe.
Over the past few years Canada has tended to over select

from refugee populations in Europe for a variety of
reasons, one of which is the number of visa posts
available in the region. NGOs have expressed
concern that while there are refugees in Europe in
need of resettlement, Canada has tended to select
refugees from Europe in gre ater proportion than it
selects refugees from other regions of the world.

In the year 2000 Canada will see an increased
resettlement program in Africa, with the visa post in
Nairobi increasing its resettlement target from the
1999 level of 750 to 1,200 in the year 2000. Other
visa posts in Africa, while not as active as Nairobi,
will also be increased. This change is not limited to
Africa. Increases will also be made to the number
of refugees selected from the visa post in Damascus,
Islamabad and New Delhi.

The resettlement program in Columbia will increase as

well. For years NGOs have been concerned about the
human rights situation in Columbia. After years of
lobbying, CIC has put Columbia on the schedule of
countries listed under the Source Country Class a

program which allows Canada to select individuals in a

refugee-like situation still inside their country of origin.
Yet, to date, very few Columbians have been resettled.
Next year' s target is going to be substantially increased
from 90 spaces in 1999 to 450 spaces.

The numerical shift is a response to practical realities and

may prove difficult for CIC. The reality is that there are

fewer refugees in Europe needing resettlement. In
additioil, the Canadian visa post in Bonn is moving to
Berlin. The time and resources involved with the move,
along with resulting staff changes will make the visa post
in Germany unable to process resettlement applications in
2,000. As a result, if Canada is to resettle 7,300 refugees it
must find refugees from elsewhere. The shift away from
Europe, while overdue, is going to be a genuine challenge
for Canada. Many of the legislative tools and partnerships

protection, reuniting families, the level of importance to be

given to ability to establish, and providing urgent
protection. The forum provided an opportunity for a frank
exchange of views. The participants concluded that
protection should be understood in its widest possible

terms. It also challenged the need to focus on ability to
establish when selecting refugees. While not many new

ideas were proposed, there was an overall general

affirmation of the direction proposed in the White Paper

(relaxing the one year ability to settle requirement,

facilitating reunion of families, developing a closer

relationship withNGO, ensuring immediate entry ofurgent
protection cases). Furthermore, the workshop confirmed
the relevance of the policy projects that the Policy Team

had already begun suffounding eligibility and admissibility
criteria and forecasting refugee admission levels.

The issue of refugee resettlement levels, specifically the

achievement of the government-assisted target of 7,300,

has been a driving issue for CIC. The pressure to meet its

Itrd targets has forced CIC to look for new refugee
'lpulations or what CIC often refers to as "refugee pools".

Furtherrnore, it has forced CIC to increase pressure on visa
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refused to accept him. Iranian officials have made their
position clear to Ali : "even f they bring you here 20 times,

)ue will send you back". Ali also spoke of the constant

laltreatment he received from Immigration officials in the
!7Tourse of these removals: e.g. verbal abuse, threats of

being drugged if he did not cooperate. Ali has no criminal
record whatsoever. By all intents and purposes, Ali is a
stateless person although no state or law has recognized
this as such. And instead of providing refuge to this
stateless survivor of torture, Canada has so

far treated him more like a dangerous *l

criminal, resulting only in his continued i
re-traumati zation and deteriorating
health. Ali has languished in jail for l3
months, and after great difficulty, )
community activists are very close to
securing his release under bail. The
eventual outcome of such efforts still
remains to be seen.

Duniels's Story
In 1993, Daniela, a native of Estonia
(formerly part of the Soviet Union), came to Canada with
her husband. Her marriage did not last and she and her

husband divorced. In 1996, she tried to apply for Estonian

^ditizenship, but was rejected due to the new citizenship

U,rles for the recently formed independent republic of
Estonia. Two years later, in 1998, conflict with her

superintendent resulted in Daniela's arrest and detention

by Immigration officials and a deportation order was

issued. She tried once again to apply for Estonian

citizenship and was rejected. She also attempted to apply

for status in Canada,but she failed to produce the required

ID documents. This year, the Canadian government

returned her to Estonia, only to have the Estonian

government reject her and send her back to Canada. She

remained in jail for quite some time, with her worsening
heart probleffis, filled with despair and frustration that
nobody at the Immigration Department seems to want to

lend a compassionate ear to hear the plight of a stateless

person such as herself. She was finally bailed out by

refugee and human rights agencies and she is presently

living in limbo of fear and hoPe.

The above two cases are symptomatic of the tragic stories

of stateless people in Canada.There are millions of similar
and even worse tragedies that occur in a global

environment that remains a breeding ground for the

creation of stateless PeoPles.

-4Definition
Crucial to this definition is the concept of citizenship.

Essentially, citizenship is official membership in a
particular state. Such membership consequently entitles an
individual to certain rights. In fact, citizenship is described
as simply "the right to have rights". Stateless people, of
course, are incapable of enjoying these rights. According
to the 1954 Convention relating to the Status of Stateless
Persons, statelessness occurs when a person "is not
considered as a national by any state under the operation
of its law". Unfortunately, this definition is purely

technical and does not address the plight ofpeople with
no ffictive nationality. Citizenship is granted usually
on the basis of two principles. Under the principle of
jus soli, persons become citizens if they are born on a
state's territory, while the principle of jus sanguinis
means that persons become citizens iftheir parents are

also citizens of that country. Statelessness can occur
when these two principles come into conflict

International Human Rights Instruments
The issue of statelessness and the right to nationality

is cited in several UN human rights treaties. There are two
legal instruments relating specifically to statelessness: the
1954 Convention relating to the Status of Stateless Persons

and the 196l Convention on the Reduction of
Statelessness. The 1954 Convention addresses the
regulation and improvement of the status of stateless
persons. It spells out fundamental rights and freedoms and
protection against discrimination that help to ensure a
stable existence for those who are stateless. Although this
Convention attempts to guarantee minimum rights for
stateless people, it does not go as far as to demand that
states grant them citizenship. The 196l Convention deals

with the prevention of statelessness by imploring states to
grant citizenship to stateless persons who have a genuine
and effective link to that country. It has its focus on the
reduction of statelessness and seeks ways in which
stateless persons can acquire and retain nationality. This
instrument may be used as a model for subsequent national
laws about statelessness. As part of its statutory function to
work towards protection for refugees and displaced
peoples, the UNHCR has been provisionally assigned the
responsibilities contained in the 196l Convention. There
are many international legal provisions on the prevention
and reduction of statelessness, but a big gap exists in the

protection of people who arc already stateless. There is
hardly any provision for them to acquire a new nationality.

Canadian Position
In its bi-annual conference in May 1999, the Canadian
Council for Refugees (CCR) passed a resolution on the
question of the "protection of stateless persons". In this
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people. Moreover, they can hardly fulfill the requirements
(e.g. stable employment, regul ar payment of taxes, money
in bank account) for a successful settlement in Canadian

l,tiety. Another problem is stateless persons inability to

Itoduce the required identification document or passport.

4. Potential statele,s,sne,s,s for Canadian-born children of
porents with no status. Theformer Minister of Immigration
Madame Lucienne Robillard proposed a new Citizenship
Act called Bill C-63. Bill C-63 includes the removal of tnl
automatic right of jus soli citizenship for children born on
Canadian soi[. Instead, citizenship would only be granted
if one or more of the child's parents has status in Canalda.
Such a change will only worsen the problem of
statelessness, especially for children who are born to
already stateless parents. Although this Bill is apparently
dead, the new Immigration Minister Elinor Caplan may
choose to revive it at any time.

Conclusion
With the end of the Cold War and the subsequent rise of
ethnic conflicts, the problem of statelessness will continue
to increase and has the potential of turning into a critical
global problem. International legal instruments and
institutions to handle this issue are inadequate and

-ineffective.--
-..L is expected, in the long and spiral path of resolving this
-r worsening problem, that Canada plays a pioneering role by

signing and implementing the 1954 international
Convention on statelessness. This will give Canada an

effective voice in accepting leadership in international
bodies and in building the cornerstone for the protection of
stateless people in this country.
Provision of the 1954 and 196l Conventions should be
incorporated into Canadian legislation especially at atime
when the amendment of the Immigration Act is on the
government's agenda. Canada should go beyond these
outdated international instruments and come up with more
generous provisions for the protection of stateless people
in its upcoming legislation.
There is a definitely a need for an independent and
efficient Canadian institution to deal with this specific
issue. The IRB could continue with its mandate of hearing
refugee claims on the basis of statelessness, but it needs
clear guidelines in order to be able to give cases of
stateless persons fair consideration.
As refugee rights advocates, we need to intervene with the
governrnent to recognize and address the issue of
statelessness and avoid the creation of stateless children in
Canada. Furthermore, it is imperative that we raise
Canadians' awareness of the national and international
protection of stateless people through public education
initiatives.

* The assistance of Joan Borja (Masters of Social Work
student) in the p,reparation of this article ,s much
appreciated.
Ezat Mossallanejad is a policy analyst at The Canadian
Centre for the Victims of Torture.

*******

U' DETENTION
OF CANADIAN.BOUND REFUGEE'

BY DEBORAH C,REITZER

Like Canadian immigration law, the Immigration and

Naturalization Act (INA) in the United States allows the

government to detain and deport aliens. In the United
States, the possibility of detention was greatly expanded in
1996 by two new laws: the Antiterrorism and Effective
Death Penalty Act (AEDPA) and the Illegal Immigration

d eform and Immigrant Responsibility Act (IIRAIRA). As
U, result of this new legislation, the number of Immigration

and Naturalization Service (fNS) detainees has more than

doubled since 1996. The threat of detention has had
major impact on reflugees in the United States who have
chosen to go to Canada. Prior to 1996, the INA allowed
for arrest of aliens during deportation proceedings, but
permitted release on a bond of at least $500, or parole,
both with conditions. Aliens who were "aggravated
felons" could be detained "either before or after a

determination of deportability" unless they could
demonstrate that they were neither a danger to the
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been determined to have a credible fear. The INS in these
districts will take individuals from the airports-even

lemoving them from airplanes-if they do not have visas^-
f enter the United States or Canada.

The United States government enacted IIRAIRA to stem

the tide of illegal immigration to the United States. INS
personnel who adhere most zealously to the law justify
their actions by arguing that enforcement of detention laws
sends a message abroad to discourage immigrants from
entering the United States illegally. Put positively, it
encourages people to follow immigration laws. To release

someone who lacks status from detention would be to
favor someone who had not followed legal channels for
entrance to the United States. Similarly, the Canadian
government argues that to make special efforts on behalf
of detainees who have no documents to enter Canada

would be to encourage someone who had not followed
legitim ate channels for entering Canada. The United
States government views release of Canadian-bound
refugees as unneighbourly, unless the Canadian
government itself assents. These are the justifications for
opposing release of Canadian-bound detained refugees.

There is some legitimacy to these arguments. Immediate

tlatives who, after dutifully completing paperwork and

Unning about to obtain all necess ary supporting
documentation, wait well over a year to join their family
members in Canada. Refugees suffer horrendous

conditions in their countries while they wait for their time
to come to enter Canada. This is the normal procedure for
earning legal status to enter Canada. It is unfair for these

people to be made to wait longer to accommodate

ill-conceived US laws.

Nevertheless, many Canadian-bound refugees have

compelling arguments for their release. Many have close

\ family members in Canada from whom they have been

p separated for years, as well as particularly sympathetic
t refugee claims. Many of them have escaped torturous

conditions in their countries. Many had no possibility of
going to a United States or Canadian embassy to request a

visa-indeed they would have endangered their lives had

they attempted such a move. As a culmination to the

hardships that they have enduredo they end up in an INS
detention facility-in many cases, a criminal detention

facility-where, unlike real criminals, they face an

indeterminate period of incarceration.
-,,-,'t-,

l-\-'
nd tear-jerking arguments for policies that would:^Beyo:

allow for release of Canadian-bound detainees, there are

legal arguments. Many international legal documents
support the principle of family unity. In additiotr,
international law supports the idea that "[t]he intentions of
the asylum-seeker as regards to the country in which he
wishes to request asylum should as far as possible be taken
into account" and that "asylum should not be refused
solely on the ground that it could be sought from another
State." Finally, international law supports the principle
that the rights to life, liberty, security of the person, and
equality before the law should be respected.

Members ofthe Canadian Council for Refugees, as well as

private practitioners and NGOs in the United States have
expressed concern for the plight of detained
Canadian-bound refugees in meetings with officials in both
Canada and the United States. To date, there is no
particular procedure to lubric ate the release of such
detainees enabling them to enter Canada expeditiously.
Those who know of individuals in this situation or who
wish to support work on this issue should contact CCR or
the legal office of Vive (716 892-5304). In addition, all
Canadians should insure that Canadian law does not head
in the direction that the Americans have travelled-toward
more rigid detention and deportation procedures.

Deborah Greitzer is the staffattorney at Vive. She lives in
Conada

ACTION CAMTAIGNg
The Get,tinq Landed Troject: Reducinq Linrbo for
Kefuqeee

A Tublic Awareneao and Advocacy Strateqy
For more informaiion contact Ahmed Hashi,
Tel; (416) 979-2443 e><t.31

e - m ail: q eitin 4 _l a n d e d @h otm ail, c o m

End Debt and Oondage for Retuqees and Migrants
in Canada
A J ubilee Cam?aign - Vetition t'o be oigned.

For information contact, ICCR at' (416)921'9967
e-mail: iccr@web.net
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encourage efforts to expand protection for gender-related
persecution. But a section which had urged specific policy
4ction related to statelessness was reduced to a simple note

Otoncern. And there was an extensive debate over the
Taft Conclusions related to detention, and only the
concerted advoc acy of NGOs, taken forward at the I l th

hour by the Canadian Government delegation, resulted in
the exclusion of the entire paragraph on detention. Some
Governments had attempted
to limit international detention
standards to those "applicable
in national law".

While referring annually to
some of these issues in the
Conclusions may serve to
po s itive ly reinforce and
remind Governments of their
responsibilities, the problem is

that regular tinkering with these standards sometimes
backfires. The insertion of language like that noted above
can suddenly weaken standards that had been clearly
articulated in the past.

One of the issues taken up in recent years by non-Western

lpuernments was that of burden sharing. They feel they
|!Ve born the brunt of refugee burdens, both in terms of

numbers and the impact on host countries, even as

resettlement numbers in the West have gone down. This
year, the focus was on the difference in international
attention and available financial resources between
regions. It was clearly a reference to the fact that Kosovo
attracted a lot more resources than any other refugee crisis.
Meanwhile, UNHCR tried hard to explain the
"Humanitarian Evacuation Programme" in Kosovo as a
unique initiative that could not necessarily be applied
elsewhere, despite the fact that some suggested strongly
that positive aspects of it should be.

But the traditional, Western resettlement countries are

feeling increasing pressure from other countries to increase

their numbers. Some African countries that have been

opposed are apparently giving greater support to allowing
resettlement in principle. Countries like Pakistan are

explicitly taking Western Governments to task for their
recent resettlement records. The Pakistan delegation's
speech quoted directly from the Inter-Church Committee
for Refugees (ICCR) brief on the issue of resettlement,

lging an increase in levels, streamlined procedures and

Yropping adaptability criteria. And countries like Benin
and Burkina Faso in Africa, and Brazil, Chile and

Argentina in South America, have indicated a willingness
to become resettlement countries.

Ongoing Role of NGOs

This year's Excom theme was "strengthening Partnership
to Ensure Protection". NGOs were frequently mentioned
as one of the key partners in this process. The new "Reach

Out" discussion process is meant to
facilit ate bilateral consultations between
UNHCR and a range of actors, including
NGOs, Governments, the co{porate
sector and "influential members of civil
society" . A number of delegations even
mentioned the need to include refugees
themselves in the notion of partnership.

Despite the partnership language, NGOs
must be careful not to allow themselves

to be marginalised in the protection debate, either at the
expense of political concerns or increasing corporate
influence. Fortunately, human rights NGOs have played
an increasing role in raising protection concerns, both at
the Excom itself and at the Excom Standing Committee
which meets during the year. For example, the June
meeting is devoted to issues arising from the UNHCR's
Note on Protection, and for the past couple of years NGOs
have been present and have offered a concerted response.

The constant danger of being marginalised has meant that
NGOs must work harder at getting their views across.
Well articulated NGO briefs, like the ICCR brief
mentioned above , are often well received. Advocacy
which focuses on those Government delegations which
may be supportive of certain issues (though not others),
can bear fruit either with references in their speeches, or
perhaps in the Conclusions themselves. The fact that only
one formal NGO statement, under the auspices of the
International Council for Voluntary Agencies (ICVA), can
be read during the Excom session is deplorable. But this
has meant that NGOs must work together to ensure that
their key issues are highlighted, and Governments have
actually paid greater attention because there is only one.

Another important avenue for NGO influence has been the
NGO representative on a handful of Government
delegations. This year, a number of these NGO reps
played a key role during the closed Conclusion
consultations, especially in ensuring that the offensive
provisions related to detention were deleted.
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I
RU: How did you go about getting the material for the
collection?
HM: A lot of letter writing, telephoning, faxingo e-mails

lpd personal conversations on my trips! I wrote over 200

-,'rJers to members of the WCC Refugee and Migration
Service churches and NGO networks around the world, &s

well as personal letters to uprooted people whom I knew
were writing or using other art forms to express and
communicate their reality. While most of the material in
this collection is unpublished, I also requested

authorization from journals and newsletters for particular
writings - they often sent me additional contributions. The
collection does not include all countries from which
people are forced to leave today. I tried to get contributions
from every region of the world and about different forms
and experiences of forced migration. I also sought
contributions of uprooted people from different decades
such as Armenians who fled the Armenian genocide of
1915; refugees from Vietnam, Cambodia, Chile; migrant
workers in different parts of the world; people in the
Pacific region who are uprooted from their islands because

of colonisation.

RU: What was the response to your invitation?
HM: Really overwhelming and humbling. Tamil refugees

in India sent twenty-eight lyrics with the English

finslation. A Guatemalan group set up a special workshop
|] children to create poems and short stories - they sent

the entire collection. I received original water colours by
Palestinian childrerl. On one of my trips to the Pacific
Islands I was struck by the way people were literally
transported from their island to another island so that a
multinational corporation could exploit its mineral
resources - this island is now totally robbed of its natural
resources and vegetation. One of the people from this
island offered to compose a poem for the collection! One

of the churches in Egypt that has created a space for
refugees to paint, sent me some 30 photographs of the art

works. One of the contributors is a well- recognised poet;

in fact she had been a runner up for the Nobel Literature
Prize. She expressed such delight at having her poem

with other uprooted people that she sent me a second one

to choose from - I selected both! One of the NGOs we

supported in Asia asked for a slight delay in the deadline
so that they could send me a play written by children of
migrant workers... of course I extended the deadline! And
many more such stories. The youngest contributor is 7
years old and the oldest is 79. Almost all the contributors
used art forms for the first time after they were uprooted.

,l few were well known artists in their countries of origin
Vnd several of them sought to teach this medium of

expression to other uprooted people.

RU: How did you go about organising the material?
HM: It just unfolded.... r read, reflected and re-read and

reflected. It was a deeply inspiring process. Apart from the
Introduction I make no commentaries. Some of the
contributors gave their interpretations oftheir works or the
context, others also shared a little about how they were
forced to leave their homes and communities. Each piece
speaks for itself, though I did affange them so that they
would (in my perception) be in dialogue with each other.
Collectively they weave a powerful tapestry of the human
condition.
The collection is divided into five chapters, admittedly
organised according to my reading of the works and my
desire to present the contributors as shapers and agents of
their own lives despite the injustices they experienced:

Chapter 1: Challenging Identities
Chapter 2: Testifying to Oppression
Chapter 3: Seeking the Right to Refuge
Chapter 4: Calling for Peace and Love with Justice
Chapter 5: Struggling Together for Hope
The title of the collection is an adaptation from one of the
lyrics.

RU: What problems did you encounter?
HM: The sheer number of contributions made it difficult
to make a final selection! As it is, the collection was much
larger than anticipated and therefore costlier to print.
Sometimes it was difficult to get the authorisation from the
contributors because they have moved again Fortunately
I had a wealth of resources to choose from ! Contributors
to this collection were invited to send their creative works
in their language of origin with translations into one of the
WCC official languages. Because of the overwhelming
number of responses, I made the very difficult decision to
have English as the main language of the collection it
was interesting that many of the contributions were
seemingly written in English even though this was not the
first, let alone the second, language of the authors.

Contributions in French, German or Spanish have been
included with an English Translation . The risk of course

was losing the essence of the original work. I hope

however that it means that alarger audience can hear their
voices. Two exceptions were one in Tibetan and one in
Arabic. Both were sent in beautiful script.

RU: What did you learn and what were your insights?
HM: This is hard to put in words because it has been such

a privilege to listen to so many voices. I feel spiritually
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stating, " I tltink that it is in your best interests to return to
China so that you can be with your family".

Denial of access to counsel - second boat
Denial of right to make a refugee claim
Treatment of minors
Excessive security measures
Detention without review
Denial of access to counsel - third boat
Abuse of detainees during interviews
Use of red overalls
Lack of recourse in case of abuse

28 September - Newspaper articles indicated that RCMP
officers, hurt by the allegations, are considering suing
Victoria immigration lawyers and the CCR.

8 October - At a meeting with Minister of Citizenship and
Immigration Canada, CCR was informed that the
government had offered to set aside the 57 exclusion
orders of migrants denied access to the refugee system
(these cases were pending before the Federal Court). The
reason given: there had been confusion; the migrants were
detained and therefore should have had access to legal
counsel, but did not receive it.
The CCR has received no formal reply to any of the letters
written or copied to the Minister of Citizenship and
Immigration, Refusee Branch, CIC or the RCMP about the
allegotions (despite the fact that fficials at one point said
that a letter was written and awaiting signature). Informal
reports suggested however that there may have been some
improvements in areas such as the security measutres.

Compiled by Janet Dench, Executive Director of the CC

Sugust - Letter to Refugee Branch, CIC
lUR outlined a series of allegations about treatment of

minors and asked what CIC ,s doing to ensure
minors' rights ore protected.

27 August - Letter from BC Ministry for
Children and Families

Clarified that the Ministry recognized
the minors' right to make a refugee
claim andwould support that right.

7 September - Letter from BC
Ministry for Children and
Families

Replied a second time to CCR's letter of 26
August, outlining the measures being taken by the Ministry
to cere fo, the children end protect their rights. Stated
that Ministry staff had been directed to meet with the

minors to clarify the letter sent to them "beceuse of the

possible misinterpretation of this portion of the letter ",

and ossured that any coruespondence to minors on the

third boat would be more carnfrlly worded.

l̂eptember Letter to Minister of Citizenship and

Immigration Canada (copied to RCMP et al).
CCR presented a series of allegations and asked for an
independent investigation into them :

***************

Woman,

you r face
on my mircor
ocreams the Vain
grievinq the loss
husb and, lover and fat'her.
Ch ildren 7nawinq with
queotions
your loes qrowing with
memorieo,

Seeds of distrust
l*nrr-"T o??ree6oro who dict at ed

otir stories

still bring fofr,h fruits
p oio o nin q s oli d arif,y .

The sword wedged

between our ?oyches
driV blood

even today.
Greenhouse enmities
conceived preceding our
bifrhs
have bloodied

our ?romises made lhrouqh
creation.

WeeVing with you,

qrievin7 your loss
I shoulder Ihe burden

of our colleclive quilt.
Runaway fury of youth
kick, st ab and strangle

Vrecious life '
from him, you and children.
When words fail
to dry you r tears
will hat,e fill the o?ace?

ln shame
I bow burdened.
'tis blood that,
binds,

blinde,
bloodieo,

brotherhood.
Keeping viqil

I Vray -

let violence ceaoe

denied existence
let it die.

9udharshana
Nov, 12, 1998
Freddas Dwa Dwa, a 37 yr,
old father of 4 children wao

alle1edly murdered by a
7rou? of youth s in Toronto
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TAKING THE UNHCR INTO THE NEW MILLENNIUM

ln December 2OOO, UNHCR will be 5O yeare old. Over the paot half-century, the role of UNHCR
around the world hao changed tremendouoly. More and more often we are called u?on to work in
conflict zoneo, in areas where civilians are no lonqer the accidental casualties of war, but the
int'ended victims.These new challenges should not diminieh the attention we ?ay to refuqee issues
in counlries like Canada, On the conlrary, they make il more neceaoary than ever to otrengthen
oupVorL for the inetitubion of aeylum, which io the cornerstone of the refuqee protection regime.

I have three main objectives for the work of the small UNHCRteam in Canada: First of all, we would
like to carry out' our monitorinq of the refu7ee olatus delerminalion procedure in euch a way ao to
enable us to cont'ribute const'ructively to furLher improvement in lhe qualivy of this procedure.
Secondly, we wanl t'o work cloeely with Canadian authorilies and non-7overnmental groupo to uee
the Canadian reseillement proqram to the beot poooible advantaqe. Canada has the world's
oecond'larqest' reselllement o?eration.We would like to see lhe placeo available used as much as
poooible to offer new homes lo refuqeea who cannot oafely remain in their first countrieo of aoylum,
or who have apecial needs which cannot be met lhere, or who have close family already settled in
Canada. Finally, we want Lo helV to raioe public awareneoo throughout Canada of what, makes a

?eraon a refuqee, and of why refuqees need a opecial meaeure of ?rotecbion and assistance. I firmly
believe that a better underotandinq of the pliqht, of refuqeeo can help to etrenqthen aupport for
Nhe inst'itution of aoylum, which io a fundament al value of this profoundly democratic oociety.

Judith Kumin, UNHCK representative in Canada e,

********Jk******
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